Cryptococcosis in a Cat
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ABSTRACT

Background: Cryptococcosis is a mycosis that primarily affects domestic cats and is caused by fungi of the genus Cryptococcus, resulting in cutaneous, ocular, respiratory, and neurological manifestations. Diagnosis is based on the microscopic evaluation of the lesions and isolation of the causative agent. The aim of this study was to describe a case of feline cryptococcosis diagnosed by cytology and treated at the Veterinary Hospital of the State University of Santa Cruz (HV-UESC).

Case: A 5-year-old uncastrated male cat was taken to the HV-UESC small animal clinic, owing to a gradual increase in the volume of the nasal plane spanning over a year, accompanied by respiratory distress. Upon physical examination, the animal was found to have regular nutritional status, dehydration, hypocorous mucosae, and enlarged popliteal lymph nodes. In addition, multifocal areas of ulceration on the body as well as increased volume in the nasal plane (clown nose) were observed. Peripheral blood samples were collected for complete blood count and biochemical analysis. Due to clinical suspicion of fungal lesions, fine needle aspiration of the nasal lesion was performed and cytological slides were sent to the HV-UESC histopathology laboratory. Probable diagnoses included rhinosporidiosis, cryptococcosis, and histoplasmosis. The animal was subjected to thoracic radiography in the imaging division of the HV-UESC. Blood counts revealed thrombocytopenia (130,000/mm³) and biochemical tests presented hypoproteinemia (3.2 g/dL), with hypoalbuminemia (1.52 g/dL); however, chest radiography did not show pulmonary alterations. Results of cytological analysis indicated pyogranulomatous inflammation associated with intracellular organisms, demonstrating a pathogen morphology similar to that of Cryptococcus spp. Before the diagnosis, itraconazole¹ 5 mg/kg (1 capsule, twice a day for 30 days) and fipronil² (1 ampoule 0.5 mL, on the back) were prescribed. Follow-up after 40 days showed a slight improvement in cutaneous lesions and respiration, and no other abnormalities were observed. At the follow-up, the owner disclosed that medication could not be administered at the prescribed frequency because of the animal often ran away from home and stayed without prescription. Due to unsatisfactory response to the first treatment, the dosage of itraconazole¹ was increased to 10 mg/kg (1 capsule, twice a day, for 30 days) with a new regimen and follow-up after 15 days. However, the owner did not make a follow-up visit. A year later, after several attempts to contact the owner, we were notified that the treatment had been discontinued and the cat still presents with lesions.

Discussion: Although cryptococcosis is not endemic, the cat roamed freely on the streets and may have been infected by inhaling the microorganism spores present in the environment. The clinical signs exhibited by the animal were consistent with the findings associated with Cryptococcus spp. infection in cats, especially the “clown nose” lesion. The cat, besides being dehydrated at the time of care, had a regular nutritional status. Cytology, the only diagnostic technique used in this case through which it was possible to visually identify the fungus, was definitive for the diagnosis of cryptococcosis. Although the prescribed treatment is one of the most indicated in such cases, it was not effective, possibly due to inadequate administration. The length of infection, discontinuation of therapy, and absence of follow-ups for clinical reassessment certainly contributed to an unfavorable prognosis.
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INTRODUCTION

Cryptococcosis is a mycosis caused by a blastomycete of the genus *Cryptococcus*, whose predominant species are *C. neoformans* and *C. gattii*. Cryptococcosis mainly affects cats; however, it has also been described in dogs, goats, birds, and horses [2,6,14]. Pigeons are the main carriers in urban areas and infection occurs through inhalation of the spores dispersed in air from contaminated feces [2,7,11]. Although it is considered a zoonosis, the potential for transmission of infection from cats to humans is discussed, as yeast do not easily spread from infected tissues [2,6,13].

Cryptococcosis in cats manifests as a localized or systemic disease, the main local indication of which is a granulomatous lesion in the nasal cavity, which leads to an increase in volume of the nose, popularly known as “clown nose” [2,13].

The diagnosis is based on the cytological or histopathological analysis of the lesions, isolation and culture of the agent, and/or molecular methods [2,10]. Treatment consists of administration of systemic antifungal agents, with itraconazole being one of the most preferred. The disease is fatal in cases that do not receive treatment or are treated incorrectly, as well as in immunocompromised patients [2,8].

Cryptococcosis is important both in veterinary and human medicine, as it is an opportunistic infection with serious and fatal complications in immunocompromised patients. In addition, although it is a common occurrence in domestic cats, the number of cases reported locally is small. The aim of this study is to report a case of cryptococcosis in a cat treated at the Veterinary Hospital of the Santa Cruz State University (HV-UESC).

CASE

A 5-year-old black-and-white male cat, weighing 3.1 kg, was treated at a small animal clinic of the HV-UESC. The main complaint was increased nasal plane volume. According to the owner, the animal was afflicted by the injury about a year ago, presenting as a small wound that progressed over months and was treated with a topical medication without a veterinary prescription. However, the owner could not remember the name of the medication. The cat had difficulty breathing but was eating well and presented with normal urination and defecation. In addition, the owner reported that the animal roamed freely in a residential neighborhood, the municipality of Itabuna-BA and referred to the presence of bats in the roof of his house, and birds at the backyard. The cat was fed commercial food and did not possess up-to-date worming and vaccination coverage. The owner mentioned that none of the people in contact with the animal presented with any skin lesions.

Upon physical examination, the animal was found to have regular nutritional status, dehydration, hypocorous mucosae, and enlarged popliteal lymph nodes. An increase in the nasal plane volume (measuring approximately 1 cm in diameter) and a pink colored “clown nose” were observed (Figure 1). In addition, multifocal areas of lesions and ulceration were noted all over the body, ranging from 1 to 2 cm in diameter, and the animal carried fleas and presented with hypotrichosis but no areas of alopecia. Blood samples were collected for complete blood count and biochemical analysis in the laboratory of clinical analyses of the HV-UESC. Since the first clinical impression of the lesion is that it is of fungal etiology, fine needle aspiration was performed with slide preparation, and samples were sent for cytological analysis in the HV-UESC histopathology laboratory. Probable diagnoses included rhinosporidiosis, cryptococcosis, and histoplasmosis. The animal was sent for X-ray (imaging division of the HV-UESC) of the head and thoracic cavity to check if there was bone involvement and to investigate possible pulmonary involvement.

Blood counts and biochemical tests revealed thrombocytopenia (130,000/mm³) and hypoproteinemia (3.2 g/dL) with hypoalbuminemia (1.52 g/dL), respectively. Radiograph of the head showed an increase in volume of the nasal cavity without bone involvement. The chest X-ray did not show any pulmonary changes (Figure 2). Cytology revealed a moderate cellular sample, composed of macrophages, neutrophils, and some plasma cells. Round to slightly oval organisms, measuring about 8-10 μm in diameter were observed in the cytoplasm of macrophages, with eccentric purple nuclei, sometimes larger in size and with a clear halo around them (Figure 3). The cytological characteristics indicated pyogranulomatous inflammation associated with intracellular organisms, demonstrating a pathogen morphology similar to that of *Cryptococcus* spp.

Before the cytological analysis, the veterinarian responsible for the treatment prescribed itraconazole1 5 mg/kg (1 capsule, twice a day, for 30 days),
and fipronil\(^2\) (0.5 mL, 1 ampoule). The animal was released and a follow-up after 40 days was scheduled for re-evaluation.

During the follow-up, physical examination revealed a slight improvement in cutaneous lesions and respiration without any other abnormalities. The owner disclosed that she was unable to administer the medication at the prescribed frequency, since the animal often ran away from home and stayed without prescription. Because the first treatment response was not satisfactory, itraconazole\(^1\) was prescribed, at a higher dose of 10 mg/kg (1 capsule, twice a day, for 30 days). Follow-up was scheduled for 15 days later, along with a suggestion to castrate the cat. However, the owner did not bring the animal for follow-up. A year later, after several failed attempts to contact the owner, she reported that the treatment had been interrupted and the cat still presented with lesions (Figure 4).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present report, the cat was an adult male mixed breed, characteristics that are not related to cryptococcosis, according to the literature [6,12]. However, the animal was not castrated and roamed freely, thereby increasing the chances of exposure to cryptococcosis infection.

Infection with *C. neoformans*, a species most commonly involved in cats and human infections in Brazil, is associated with environmental contamination with bird feces, mainly pigeons [7,11]. The cat in this
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**Figure 1.** A & B- Cutaneous cryptococcosis in a male, mixed breed cat. Increased volume in the nasal plane (clown nose) observed.
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**Figure 2.** A- Chest x-ray of a feline (male, mixed breed cat) with cutaneous cryptococcosis. Absence of changes in the lungs observed. B- Radiograph of the head of the feline (male, mixed breed cat) with cutaneous cryptococcosis. Increased volume in the nasal plane, without bone involvement, observed.
case report roamed freely and was possibly infected by inhaling the cryptococcosis spores present in the environment. As mentioned earlier, cases of cryptococcosis in southern region of Bahia, Brazil are uncommon, this being the only case reported in HV-UESC during the year. The low rate of occurrence could be attributed to the small cluster of pigeons and birds in urban areas, because the Ilhéus-Itabuna microregion still has large areas of forest (Atlantic Forest), the natural habitat of the vectors, thus reducing contamination of urban centers.

The clinical signs presented by the animal were consistent with the findings described in the literature in cases of Cryptococcus spp. in cats, especially the “clown nose” [2,12,14], as well as cutaneous lesions [2], thus leading to the tentative diagnosis of cryptococcosis. Nevertheless, due to the macroscopic characteristics observed, rhinosporidiosis and histoplasmosis were considered as differential diagnosis. The literature indicates that other diseases may also be considered as differential diagnosis, such as coccidioidomycosis, blastomycosis, neoplasias [9,10], such as squamous cell carcinoma [3,4]. The observed similarity between the lesions present in these different diseases can lead to underdiagnoses of cryptococcosis in the clinical setting [9].

Although cryptococcosis is the most frequent systemic mycosis in cats [10], the localized form observed in the animal in this report is the most common in contrast to canine and human disease. This is because, in comparison to canines and humans, cats possess a more efficient air filtration system involving the mucociliary sheet of the paranasal sinuses, contributing to the removal of small inhaled particles [2]. The cat in this case report presented only the cutaneous lesions, with no respiratory, ocular, or neurological alterations. Although the animal exhibited dyspnea, respiratory distress was attributed to edema of the nasal cavity, which may have impeded air flow. The typical clinical signs of cats affected by the respiratory syndrome, such as rales, nasal discharge, and sneezing [1], were not observed in this case. Although yeast can reach the lungs via the hematogenous route [2], no pulmonary alteration was detected by chest radiography.

The increased volume of the popliteal lymph nodes observed in the physical examination may be a nonspecific alteration, because although lymphadenomegaly is present in Cryptococcus spp., infections, the lymph nodes that are usually affected are the mandibular lymph nodes [3]. Hematological and biochemical findings were also non-specific in this study, as has been reported by Marcasso et al. [9] who described cryptococcosis in dogs. Although cryptococcosis affects immunocompetent animals, the infection is opportunistic, and is more common in immunosuppressed cats who are undernourished, undergoing prolonged corticosteroids use, or infected with viruses such as feline immunodeficiency (FIV) and feline leukemia (FeLV) [2]. The cat in this report, apart from being dehydrated at the time of care, had regular nutritional status with hypoproteinemia, which could lower the immunocompetence of the animal and contribute to the development of clinical disease. The fact of that the cat is intact may have predisposed the animal to the disease because, during the search for females in estrus, there is a reduction in food intake and

Figure 3. Fine needle aspiration of the nasal lesion of the feline (male, mixed breed cat). Round to slightly oval organisms within the cytoplasm of macrophages, measuring approximately 8-10 μm in diameter, with purple eccentric nuclei, sometimes larger in size and with a clear halo around them (Cryptococcus spp.) [Diff Quick. 40x].

Figure 4. Cutaneous cryptococcosis in a feline (male, mixed breed cat), after interruption of treatment by the owner. Perseverance of the increased volume in nasal plane (clown nose) observed.
a reduction in immunity. No previous corticosteroid use was reported in this case. It could not be determined if the cat had any of the viral infections described above since it was not possible to perform the FIV/FeLV test. Immunosuppression is not always clear in affected cats, and cryptococcosis may manifest due to pathogenic mechanisms inherent in the causative agent [9]. One such pathogenic mechanism is that involving the polysaccharide capsule, which inhibits phagocytosis and migration of leukocytes to the lesion site, mechanisms that are important for the innate immune response.

In cases of cryptococcosis, cytological analysis is crucial for definitive diagnosis, and the microscopic characteristics observed in this study were consistent with those described in the literature [5]. In addition, the cytology results ruled out neoplasia.

Although the prescribed treatment is one of the most indicated in cases of cryptococcosis in cats, the animal, in this case, did not show significant improvement after 30 days of itraconazole therapy. Other authors have also reported no response to treatment with the prescribed drug in infected cats [13]. In the present case, however, ineffective treatment is attributed to inadequate administration of the antifungal drug, with the owner reporting that he could not administer the drug at the frequency prescribed by the veterinarian.

A lack of cutaneous lesions in people in contact with the animal suggests that cryptococcosis is not easily transmitted from cats to humans, as mentioned in the literature [6], because the spread of spores from the tissues of infected animals is rare.

Early diagnosis is crucial for a good prognosis [9]. However, the animal in question had the skin lesions for approximately a year before the first treatment, according to the owner. Infection time, treatment discontinuity, and non-adherence to follow-up for clinical assessment contributed to an unfavorable prognosis for the cat in the present report.

As the cat population rises each year, the study of diseases with zoonotic potential should be encouraged because domestic cats can act as dissipating agents of zoonoses. Thus, periodic veterinary monitoring of these animals is of great relevance, not only for animal health, but also for human health. The present case report shows one of many instances where owners neglect the role of sanitation in preventing diseases in companion animals, by discontinuing the treatment and failing to follow-up for clinical evaluation by the veterinarian.
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